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Following is the speech of Capt. Stoklasa, Polish

Naval Attache, who will address press Representatives
at the Naval Conference at the Ministry of Information

today at 11.15 a.m.

Figures are often more eloquent than the most expressive words. I will

therefore start with some figures -

In September 1939 the Polish Navy numbered four destroyers, five submarines, a

minelayer and several'auxiliary units* The coastal defences consisted of four six-

inch guns, six four-inch guns, twelve field guns and twenty-four ack-ack guns* There

were also two battalions of marines and two of sailors. The Naval Air Force had

about a dozen planes.

Against such weak forces, Hitler sent into battle two eleven-inch gun battleships,
one cruiser, 12 destroyers, about fifty smaller vessels and 150 aircraft, and ashore -

two infantry divisions mid a panzer brigade*

Yet in spite of this, the resistance of Polish garrison on Westerplatte lasted

seven days* The naval base Oksywie held out for nineteen days and the Hel Peninsula

had been defended for thirty-two days before the Naval Commander-in-Chief, Rear-

Admiral Unrug, surrendered as all supplies of provisions and ammunition had been

exhausted*

But the Polish guns had not ceased to fire before the Polish destroyers *had

commenced operations at the side of the Royal Navy* In this way the continuity of

the battle was maintained and Poland’s ensign kept flying*

Three Polish destroyers - GROM, BLYSKAWICA and BURZA - came to Great Britain

on the first day of the war. Later the submarines WILK and ORZEL made their way here

from the Baltic. Their story is too well known to be repeated now, although it

sometimes happens that the British Press confuses ORZEL with SOKOL. It should" be

emphasised, however, that ORZEL arrived in this country after a unique campaign of

forty-four days*

In spite of German announcements that all the Polish submarines had been sunk,

three, after many trials and struggles, finally made Swedish ports when their"supplies
had given out.

,

-

The five ships which arrived in Great Britain, together with the crews and mid-

shipmen of the training ships WILIA and ISKRA which were in the Atlantic, formed the

nucleus of the present Polish 'Navy which was to be given new life thanks to the help
of the Royal Navy.

To-day the polish Navy, although it has lost three destroyers, two submarines,
a minelayer and several auxiliary' ships, is greater in numbers than in September 1939.

It now consists of the cruiser DRAGON, the destroyers ORKAN, BURZA, BLYSKAWICA,

GARLAND, PIORUN, KRAKOWIAK, and SLAZAK, the submarines SOKOL, DZIK and WILK and some

M.G.B.'s The submarines SEP, RYS and ZBIK are interned in Sweden, awaiting the day
when they can sail again* ■

It would be difficult to give in a few words an account of the activities of

the Polish Navy. But I can recall here the impartial words of the British historian

B. Tunstall -

"Of all the Navies of the United Nations, none has fought better under circum-

stances of extreme operational difficulty than the Navy of Poland. Poland had to

construct the modem port of Gdynia out of a sandy waste* Nevertheless, the Navy
which sprang from that tiny coastal strip of the Baltic was the first one of all the

Navies of the United Nations to meet the German attack - September 1, 1939. Not only
did it acquit itself with the greatest gallantry, but managed to break out with

sufficient units to reconstitute itself as an operational force in Britain.

"Here, from its new bases, the Polish Navy has gone out to fight on all the

broad oceans of the world, despite the fact that during the first nineteen years of

its brief existence it was organised and trained solely for service in the Baltic."
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To return to figures - During the-period from the,.vend : of October 1939 to 1st July,

1943 - and not counting the Baltic operations - the Polish Navy has, in -round figures,
carried out the following operations -

430 patrols-■ . , 'A"
...

. -.11

600 escorts - .
...

;■ v;'. u.- . :

2 00" actions - agains t enemy aircraft

130' actions against enemy submarines

25 actions against enemy surface craft

24 actions against enemy coastal-/batteries.

The handful of Polish ships have in this period made nearly 700,000 nautical miles -

GARLAND holding the record of 170,000 miles, made whilst funder the Polish, ensign.

These figures do not include the third quarter of 1943, during which polish ships

have been taking, an intensive part in the Mediterranean and Atlantic operations. Nor do

they take- into account the armed merchant ships, -which have made considerably more miles.

Of outstanding actions I till mention only the most important.

In 1939

i
, . : probable sinking of the first U-boat in this war By ORP BLYSKAWICA,

‘Y ■ ■ .■ •■■ ■" ' • . . r yy/;

2, Arrival- from the Baltic to Great Britain of the submarines ORZEL and WILK,

-A Ain 1 940 ' ;
.Y Aw ■•■Yn ''a;. A.. YgW Y,-%-,at m,.y

■■-■3

. - l.ox' probable ramming of a submerged U-Boat- By the Polish WILK,.,

0:,; 2,i. - troop-ship RIO DE JANEIRO torpedoed By ORP ORZEL in Norwegian waters,

3. Destroyers GROM, BLYSKAWICA and BURZA take part in Narvik operations, GROM sunk.

. A, BLYSKAWICA takes part in evacuation of Dunkirk and assists French destroyers

CYCLONE and SIROCCO and takes H.M.S. GREYHOUND in tow, •

ORP BURZA, in operations at Calais,

... 5, Bombardment of Cherbourg,
-

:fv- ■ ■ /

,-.X:.A / . : t • ■
In 1941 ( • •
1, ORP PIORUN takes part in chase of BISMARCK, 1.. J .1

h. 2, Battle of the Atlantic - numerous convoys, patrols, escorts*. u
*

,:*l,

3. "Submarine SOKOL enters Greek port of Navarino sinking enemy destroyer and

troopship, During her campaign > SOKOL accounts for an auxiliary cruiser and two "other

troopships, whilst damaging a few other vessels, '

In 1942 • ■

1... Destroyers KRAKOWIAK and KUJAWIAK in Lofoten raid.

2. GARLAND defends Russia-Bound convey,. Battles for four dhys with U-boats and

enemy aircraft, Nearly half the crew are' killed or wounded. GARLAND, ho mover, lulxils

her duty to the end end"during the tattle receives a nice, message addressed to "the very

gallant ship GARLAND.
"

,

3# i'v Polish light coastal craft, engages single handed six enemy E-boats in the

Channel. One plotally sunk and another damaged*

;
+# Destroyer KUJAWIAK fights enemy ships and planes while escorting convoy to.

Malta, After safely Bringing convoy to" porter strikes -a mine and is, sunk whilst turning

to assist aw British destroyer, also damaged, ty a mine. -

5. ORP SOKOL refits in Malta during the heaviest air raids. The submarine is

repaired under fire By her own crow and the help of a fey Royal Navy Officers, She later

makes her way through minefields along Sicilian coast and on one engine arrives on

Gibraltar, Of all ships in Malta at that time, only H.M.S. PENELOPE and ORP SOKOL

managed to reach'safety hy their own resources, PENELOPE’S history is very well \cao<m
9

so I think just this statement mil suffice,
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6, Polish ships take a continual part in the Battle of the Atlantic.

7* Destroyer BLYSKAWICA fights off Algierian and Tunisian coasts.

8, SLAZAK in Dieppe raid.
„

.

In 1943 ' , . , ..

1. BURZA and U.S.C.G.O. CAMPBELL sink .U-boat, - Then BURZA assists damaged

CAMPBELL to return home. On their return, U.S. officers, said of BURZA - "she

is the best fighting ship we have ever seen,’'

2. GARLAND end BURZA take part in famous action against U-boats in which

HMS HARVESTER is sunk,

. 3. BLYSKAWICA, SLAZAK, KRAKOWIAK, PIORUN - all take part in Mediterranean ;

operations^.... PIORUN is in the escort of most important British units and takes /

part in bombardments of enemy coast. This is a' proof-of the confidence placed

in us and of which we ere so proud, A similar example is the ' detailing.of
ORP QRKAN to. the escort of His majesty the King, on' his last inspection of the

Home .Fleet,

. 4. Submarine DZIK sinks four enemy vessels - two near Sicily and two in the

Adriatic,
*

■ .
,

5. Submarine SOKOL leads an enemy submarine and several transport ships

to Malta,

Now let us consider..-the personnel question.

It is true that Poland was always a -continental state and apart from two

short periods - the first from 1080 to 1210 and the second from 1570 to 1650

she never had a Navy,

Although in the year 1627 she won a decisive battle at Oliwa against the

Swedish fleet, constant invasions by Germans, Turks and Russians and finally the

partitions, made it impossible to form a naval defence arm. Poland - the

bastion of Christianity and civilisation in the East - had to defend above all, her

land frontiers.

After the last war, Poland had so many cultural, economic and social problems -

she had to build anew her schools, factories, hospitals, railways, roads and bridges

- that the construction of a powerful fleet lay outside the possibilities of the

State, Notwithstanding all this, however, the first steps- were made, and a

few years before the present war Poland was beginning to build her own ships

in Gdynia,

And here is a strange thing. In a country in which there was never any

incentive towards the sea or any real naval tradition, there came a sudden

urge towards all branches of maritime occupations. Men were drawn to the Navy

and Merchant Navy, to sea-fishing* to maritime trade and shipping, Polish

engineers eagerly studied naval ’architecture. Undoubtedly, both the Navy and

Merchant Navy have at their disposal first class personnel and not many, perhaps,

but certainly modern ships. This personnel does not by any means hail only from

Poland’s "tiny coast" - it cones from every pant of the country, from Warsaw,

Krakow, Lwow, Wilno, Bialystok, from Slask and Polesie, How quickly the Poles

are becoming accustomed to the sea nay, in a way, be illustrated by the fact

that the greatest modern British writer of the sea was - Joseph Conrad, a Pole,

In October 1939 the Polish Navy had at itfe disposal, in this country barely three

destroyer complements, two submarine complements and the crows of two training ships,
which had arrived, from Poland, Then GROM sank with a quarter of her crew; ORZEL
was lost with all hands in the North Sea, while in various actions personnel was

continually being depleted* In spite of this, the numbers, of the Polish Naval

personnel grow*

In the first place, Polish sailors endeavoured by the most devious routes to reach

Prance .and England from Poland, often exposing not only their own lives but also

those of their families. Secondly, volunteers came, so eager, that in a few months

they came up to the proficiency of the old hands. Many Polish ships put to sea

with completely young crews, led by a few veterans. And only in battle did they

complete their naval' training - giving excellent account of themselves,.
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A few months ago, Vice-Admiral King announced that the Polish Navy numbered

shout 2,700 men* Poland is proud that upon this small number, His Majesty the King
has been pleased to bestow - since their arrival in Great Britain -

11 Distinguished Service Orders

11 Distinguished Service Crosses

16 Distinguished Service Medals

5 Mentions in Despatches

The Commander-in-Chief of the Polish Armed Forces has awarded 27 Virtuti

Mllitari and 830 Krzyz Walecznych. And lastly - the French have given two'Legion
d’Honneur and the Medailles Milit, to polish sailors for rescuing the crew of the

minelayer PLUTON when she' blew up*

And now finally a word about the polish ;Merchant Navy* ' It really, arose

in 1927 - out of nothing. But already in 1931 there were regular passenger lines

between Gdynia and .America*. The greater part of the Polish merchant ships survived

in 1939 and immediately fell to their talks in the ranks of the Allies, The Polish

Merchant ensign flies in such far waters as New Zealand, Australia, Singapore, Ceylon,
South Africa - not to mention America, the Arctic, North Russia and recently in the

Mediterranean during the Allied landings.

Admiral Sir Jack Tovey*s words "Knowing you, .1 feel sure you will not only

bo a land power but also a sea power to be reckoned with" - are for us a guide to

our future.

POLISH MINISTRY OF INFORMATION
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